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A Look Into  
The First Generation  

A Letter From The Editor 

As a new school year begins, stress and pressure begin to build. Whether it 
be SAT’s, college applications, Chinese school, or a high school club, it seems as 
though there is never an escape from the expectations of being a Chinese-
American. However, what many fail to realize is the unique advantage Chinese-
Americans have in life, the experience of living in two different cultures and 
learning about their distinct heritage.
 In the Fall 2010 issue, the staff writers reflect on individual experiences that 
they believe defines themselves as first generation Chinese-Americans. The writ-
ers have all grown up with distinguished customs and traditions passed down to 
them by family and friends. With this issue, we, the youth, illustrate the unique 
experiences that come with the first generation.  
 On that note, the staff writers as well as myself give you a look into the first 
generation.
         Sincerely,  
         Connie Sun 

Fall 2010 Staff 
 

 
 
 

  
I would like to thank everyone who contributed to this edition of the CCCA Journal. 
With school, sports, and other extra-curricular activities, everyone was able to stay 
committed and share stories with the Chinese community. Again, thank you all so 

much for all your hard work and effort  
Interested in writing for the youth workshop?  

E-mail Connie Sun @ connie.sunshinee@gmail.com 

Annie Chen  Helen Szeto  Jenny Zhou  Jesse Hou 
Jonathan Yan  Josselyn Tsai  Joyce Zhang  Meini Cheng  
Michael Chang Pamela Guo  Sherry Huang Connie Sun  



Life as a First Generation Asian 
Michael Chang 

Senior, Westlake High School 

My mom and dad won’t stop talking about the America and the American dream 
because they lived it. To them, Nixon is an American hero who opened up China to the 
world and made their success possible. Without him, they wouldn’t have met in the UCLA 
library and I wouldn’t have existed, but this article isn’t about that. This article is about 
their kid, me, who was on track to becoming the average stereotypical Asian. At age 6 I 
could play the piano, could write and speak Chinese fluently, and could even play ping-
pong.
 I even bred silkworms for a few years. My elementary school teacher had found 
some abandoned in her trashcan and started giving them out to all interested students, 
including me. I had no idea that they were significant in Chinese culture until I got home 
and my parents started fawning over them. They told me about their childhood raising 
them then boiling their cocoons- with the poor pupa still inside- for their silk. A few 
months later, they demonstrated it to me by taking a cocoon, with a pupa still inside, and 
boiling it. Lo and behold, there was silk. The other two surviving moths went on to create 
100 eggs for next year. One year after that, I had almost 1,000 eggs. But unfortunately, 
they all starved to death the following winter when the eggs hatched prematurely. And 
that was the end of that. 
 But then things started changing for this perfect Asian. I was getting to the age 
where I could make my own decisions- and I had decided that Chinese was not for me. 
Sure, my parents did their best to keep me playing the piano and learning the language, 
but I was just too feisty for them. I quit Chinese school at age 8, stopped playing a piano 
at age 9, and gave up the clarinet at age 12. I was becoming whiter by the day. I even 
took up white activities like oil painting and cross country. While all of my Asian peers 
went camping with each other, I found myself hanging out with white friends and living in 
a world increasingly devoid of any reminders of my heritage. Even my house is bare of an-
ything that could remind me of my Asian origin. The only real indicator is a large map of 
China in the hallway pinned next to a slightly bigger map of the U.S., which my dad enjoys 
gesturing to from time to time. The great melting pot of America had taken me in and di-
luted my culture to almost nothing. 
 8 years later, I look back with a profound sense of regret. Sure, I have accom-
plished a lot in this time and made my parents proud, but I can’t play an instrument when 
90% of my friends can, and my fluency in Chinese is gone. Instead, I have a curious abil-
ity to understand- but not speak Chinese. And so I tried to correct the things I had so fool-
ishly done as a child. A few years ago I started re-learning Chinese in high school, joined 
the Asian clique, and started worrying about my grades. But today I still have problems 
with Chinese. On a recent vacation in china, 3 complete strangers gave me their QQ ac-
count number, promising to teach me Chinese if I taught them English. There is a Chinese
-English dictionary in easy reach from the computer, and I am even (slowly) 
going through some books. America has a dark side- if one isn't careful 
enough, it can destroy identities. I might have renounced my heritage as a 
kid, but now my more mature self is going through the process of relearning 



A Lovely Eleven Years 
Meini Cheng 

Junior, Westlake High School 

 Growing up in a well-to-do community as a first generation Chinese American, I 
noticed various differences between my Caucasian friends and myself. They had light 
brown hair; I had dark brown hair. The majority of my relatives lived in China; their 
relatives lived in America. They spoke only English; I spoke both English and Chinese.  

The difference I felt most prominently during my elementary and middle school 
years, however, was the way in which we spent our Saturday mornings. While my 
friends were either sleeping, relaxing, or having fun, I was forced, literally forced, to 
attend Thousand Oaks Chinese School. 

In my eleven years at Chinese School, I felt a significant change in my attitude 
towards the idea of learning Chinese every Saturday morning. During the first seven 
years or so, I loathed everything about it. I hated waking up early, I hated doing Chi-
nese homework, and I sometimes even hated the classroom environment. In the 
classroom, my thoughts were elsewhere. I dreamed of being able to spend my Satur-
day mornings at home, either sleeping, relaxing, or having fun. At one point, I was be-
seeching my parents to let me quit Chinese School. 

When I reached high school, I began to realize the benefits I could receive from 
Chinese School. In between lessons, I enjoyed the company of my friends. Not only 
could I learn Chinese, but I also could see many of my friends every Saturday morn-
ing. With each day, China is becoming a more and more influential country. At this 
moment in my life, my Chinese skills help me communicate more effectively with my 
relatives. In the future, my Chinese abilities may even assist me in my career. 

Eleven years ago, I never would have believed I would ever say this: I am 
thankful and lucky to have been able to grow up in Thousand Oaks Chinese School. 
Whenever someone asks me about my ethnicity, I am more than proud to say I am 
one-hundred percent Chinese. :) 



Stinky Tofu 
Josselyn Tsai 

Junior, Westlake High School 

Do you like stinky tofu? It’s lunchtime on a typical 
school day and one of my friends is surveying peers in an 
attempt to find someone who loves stinky tofu as much 
as she does. Some are ambivalent, and several people 
are partial to the taste, despite the strong odor, but most 
are confused; what is stinky tofu? Immediately, it be-
comes evident who is and isn’t a first-generation Chinese-
American.
 As a first-generation Chinese-American myself, I 
am familiar with the many strange and wonderful dishes 
in Chinese culture. From pork blood soup and chicken 
feet, to preserved duck egg and even stinky tofu, I have 
learned to enjoy and appreciate traditional Chinese food, 
however unappetizing some of them may sound in Eng-
lish. To me, as well as all my fellow first-generation Chi-
nese-Americans, these foods are not exotic delicacies but 
in fact our direct link to our Chinese heritage.  
 Although I grew up in California, I have inherited my Chinese culture from my 
parents, who were both born in Taiwan. They expose me to many of their own tradi-
tions and recipes and integrate their customs into my life. It is easier to connect with 
my roots through encounters in my everyday life, which mainly involve food. Unlike 
the imitation Chinese cuisine in fast food joints, like “chow mein” and cream cheese 
wontons, traditional food has a unique connection. My parents and I have made 
dumplings from scratch on Chinese New Year for good luck, eaten noodles and eggs 
on birthdays for long life and prosperity, and given mooncakes at the Moon Festival for 
celebration. Each experience has taught me to treasure my heritage and continue to 
explore it. With my parents’ guidance, I can lead a dual-cultural life, in an American 
society with Chinese roots.
 Being a first-generation Chinese-American, I have unique and special opportuni-

ties to live as a normal American teenager, and also keep 
strong ties with my Chinese heritage, whether it is my 
ability to speak Mandarin fluently or my love for stinky to-
fu.



A Tribute to Our Parents 
Annie Chen & Jonathan Yan 

Juniors, Westlake High School 

With each culture, and each generation, there are various methods of discipline. 
This is the story of ours…the first generation Chinese born American… 

After our first breath out of the womb 
We unknowingly step into a world of Chi-

nese doom. 
Forget time outs 

We have knock outs. 
Death by bamboo stick 

Or torture through isolation tricks. 
Forced to eat rice with one chopstick 
A stronger child our parents predict 

One A- justifies 100 lashes 
One B+, well, you wouldn’t have survived 

the smashes. 
 “What did Kevin get?” my parents inquire 

One point lower, they set you afire

Music lessons, sports and art 
They want us to learn to get a “head 

start”
The neglect our views, and give us one 

option: 
Piano, tennis, and numerous art lessons 

Now on to a more serious note 
A Chinese-American life we must devote 

Since the day we could read, 
Chinese characters did the deed. 

Chinese School has been a place of dread 
Yet is the genesis of our 

cultural bread. 

We must embark on our conquest to en-
treat our parents’ needs 

Concurrently, we must assimilate to the 
American creed. 

Despite our ever-present complaints, 
We have come to realize the value of your 

Chinese cultural restraints 

So to our dear parents, 
Your medieval Chinese torture techniques, 

we no longer resent 
Through our maturation, we have opened 

our eyes, 
To realize that you have enabled and em-

powered us to at last arise 
The obstacles and high standards you 

have set, 
Have strengthened our minds so now we’ll 

never forget 

You have willed us with traditions that 
we’ll carry on to posterity 

As a result of your lessons, we’ve reached 
the peak of familiarity 

Our children, the second generation 
Will forever hear the timbre delights of our 

childhood foundation: 
Studying, studying, studying. 



Hong Kong 
Helen Szeto 

Senior, Westlake High School 

I rush to get through airport security, but either way, I’d still be late. I struggle to 
gather all my items as I run towards my gate. It isn’t my first time flying alone; it is my 
first time flying overseas alone. My destination? Hong Kong. 

The smell of incense fills my nose. I am confused and have no comprehension of 
what is happening. Take the incense. Bow down three times. The day’s Chinese New 
Year’s activity is done. The next day, I am taught a rhyme and told to dictate it to my rela-
tives. The most important line I came to comprehend: “Hong Bao Na Lai ” I never clean 
amid the days of the New Year and do not wash my hair on the first day, but I never ask 
why these weren’t allowed. Once the Chinese New Year celebration comes to an end, my 
grandma cooks a big feast and invites our relatives over. I indulge in fish, duck, and Nian 
gao.

My anxiety builds up as I give the customs card to the Hong Kong officer. What if I 
did something wrong? What if, for some strange reason, I won’t be able to go through? 
He asks me if I speak Chinese, but ashamed of my inability to speak much—“No.” 

It’s the Mid-Autumn Festival. My mother tells me, “Look up at the sky. You’ll see a 
woman in the moon.” While I munch on mooncake, she tells me a legendary story. I don’t 
quite understand the story, but I continue to eat the mooncake. 

In Hong Kong, my distant relatives ask me questions. I can’t even answer what my 
own Chinese name is. At each restaurant, my “uncle” tells everyone that I’m from America 
and I can’t speak Chinese. Too shy and too embarrassed to try, I keep my mouth shut. 

My grandma brings over many odd-shaped Zongs. I’m not quite sure for what holi-
day we’re celebrating, but we eat a lot. All I know is that according to a legend, the Zongs 
were thrown into a river to prevent the fish from eating someone. Very sticky rice 
wrapped in leaves, something I wouldn’t see in American culture. I pick one out from the 
pile, hoping it has Chinese sausage and mushrooms and not dried shrimp.  

After meeting up with a friend at the Shanghai Expo, I am forced to take a taxi to 
return to my hotel alone. Taxi drivers love to make small talk. Having not spoken Mandarin 
for a while, I converse in broken Chinese. Even though it’s dark, I’m afraid the driver can 
see my face turn bright red. Unable to continue, we ride in complete silence. 

Being a first gener- ation Asian American, I 
tried to fit in at school with my non-Asian 
friends. Over time, I felt proud to tell everyone that 
I was Chinese, yet I didn’t try hard enough to learn 
my culture or my lan- guage. I’m now ashamed 
of my effortlessness and unawareness. However, 
my trip to Hong Kong and China has inspired me to 
start over. Hong Kong, here I come (again)



American Luxuries, Chinese Traditions 
Joyce Zhang 

Junior, Westlake High School 

As a child, I was always proud of my Mandarin fluency and understanding of 
Chinese culture. Among my Caucasian classmates, I was the shining pearl: not only 
did I have unique physical features, but I was also blessed with a dose of intelligence 
that earned my teachers’ favor. When I told my peers Joyce was not my actual name, 
it was amusing to watch them attempt to pronounce my Chinese first name. While 
others boasted of being ABCs, or American-Born Chinese, I prided myself on being a 
CBA, or Chinese-Born American, with emphasis on the Chinese part. This naïve per-
ception of pride, however, changed during my biennial trips to the mainland. 
 In China, everyone had almond-shaped eyes and pale yellow skin. A sea of 
black-haired heads walked through crowded streets, each individual bearing the same 
impassive demeanor. Having grown up in a town full of varying ethnicities, I was at 
once startled by the commanding sameness. No longer was I the intelligently unique 
one either—my cousins were all studious, hard-working, and headed for the top uni-
versities in their hometowns. 
I was lost. 
 At the same time, though, I discovered a sense of belonging I did not have in 
America. When my family members and I piled in a stuffy van and drove to the coun-
tryside to pay respect to my grandfather’s grave, I was enveloped by the companion-
ship of my people united to follow Chinese tradition. 
 Back in America, I wondered how different my life would be if my parents had 
not worked diligently so long ago and had not given me a better American lifestyle. I, 
admittedly, often take for granted my music lessons, sports practices, and trips to Ha-
waii, all of which are mere dreams for many children in China. My parents, conse-
quently, remind me incessantly to put in all my efforts and to take my education seri-
ously.
 Sometimes I complain that many American children do not take SAT prepara-
tion classes or learn multiple instruments, but in the end, these efforts enrich my life. 
This coexistence of ethnicities—American luxuries and Chinese traditions—defines me 
as a proud first- generation Chinese-
American. My greatest wish, thus, is to pass 
on these values to my children so that this 
blend of cultures will last for future genera-
tions.



Roots 
Jenny Zhou 

Senior, Westlake High School 

 An ancient saying goes, “Like branches on a tree, our lives may grow in different direc-
tions yet our roots remain as one.” Ever since I was a child, it seemed that this axiom had 
been iterated to me in someway or another, whether it be the moral of a whimsical fairytale, 
or one of the common Chinese proverbs that my father would preach to me on the daily. De-
spite the variations, the concept remained the same—one should always remember his or her 
heritage. Never had this saying become relevant to me until the day my parents persuaded me 
to spend an entire summer in China on my own. At first, I had vehemently refused, arguing 
that my Chinese was in no way up to par with that of my relatives and would therefore be un-
able to survive almost three months by myself. Although both my parents were native to Chi-
na, I communicated with them a majority of the time in English; as a result, my Chinese was 
rusty, to say the least. Moreover, my previous visits to China had done nothing to remedy my 
faulty Chinese, as I had spent most of my time chattering with my older sister in English. I 
was absolutely terrified of being removed from my comfortable bubble that was America to a 
place where I would be forced to use a language that I had largely disconnected from and did 
not even have toilets that I could sit on. However, constant persuasion and stubbornness had 
me on a plane by myself en route to China at the beginning of summer vacation. 

Upon arrival in the city of Lan Zhou, I was swept up in a flurry of unfamiliar sights and 
sounds; a thick layer of smog clouded the sky, bikes zipped along the taxi-filled streets, and 
worst of all, everything was in Chinese. Within the first ten minutes of being in China, I already 
wanted to go home. Entering my uncle’s apartment complex, I was greeted by a plethora of 
my relatives, including my grandparents and cousins. Naturally, they bombarded me with 
questions about America, speaking in slow, exaggerated ways, as if I were five years old. I 
attempted to answer them in halted Chinese, but the language felt clumsy and slippery on my 
tongue. My cheeks turned bright red in humiliation as I struggled to grasp for words, and wit-
nessed the disappointment in their eyes. The first few weeks were unbearable; I hated every 
aspect of China—the ridiculous humidity, the filthy streets, and most of all, the fact that in the 
country of my heritage, I felt so foreign. Each day was a struggle; it wasn’t until a month later, 
when everything began to change. 

It was very subtle at first; I was able to speak in complete sentences, read some  res-
taurant signs, and participate in conversations with my cousins. By mid-July, I could engage in 
and understand complete conversations between my relatives, order beef noodle soup at a 
restaurant without hesitation, and even began thinking in Chinese. I grew accustomed to and 
even fond of the blazing hot sun, the lively streets, and the delicious food. Then, one night, 
after a rousing game of badminton with my grandma, we sat outside and conversed for almost 
an hour. As the twilight set in, she turned to me and said in Chinese, “Your Chinese has im-
proved so much. I’m very proud of you.”  It was at that moment where my improvement really 
struck me. I came to the realization that I could not only live, but also thrive, in China if I 
chose to. It had become more to me than just a foreign country—it had become my home. In 
retrospect, it was not the distance that had estranged me from my heritage, but my own un-
willingness to leave my comfort zone that ultimately had prevented me from embracing it. 

Leaving China was one of the most difficult moments of my life. As the taxi pulled away 
from the apartment, I waved at the family I was leaving behind, and watched the tears stream 
down my grandma’s face. Although I was deeply saddened, I also felt more fulfilled then ever 
before, like a candle that had remained unlit for years inside me was suddenly blazing with a 
new light. I was satisfied knowing that no matter how far into the sky the tree of my life was 
to branch, it would always remain rooted in the heart of my true home—China. 



Love and the Digestive System 
Pamela Guo 

Senior, Westlake High School 

There is a grand total of one four-letter word in my vo-
cabulary. Rolling off my tongue, it is all at once potent, sinful, 
and delicious. Seconds: that’s how long it takes these four mea-
ger letters to wreak havoc and befall disaster in my relatively 
calm life. It is trouble condensed into a monosyllabic statement: 
F-O-O-D.
 Lanzhou beef noodles (niu rou mien), Shanghai steamed 
soup dumplings (xiaolongbao), Dragon Boat Festival steamed rice in bamboo leaves 
(zongzi). Born and raised in China as an infant, I first began a life-long love-affair for 
the multitudinous succulent flavors found in Asian foods as my taste-buds developed. 
Regrettably, the romance was prematurely terminated when my parents became the 
first of their families, respectively, to leave the country. From Lanzhou, we moved to 
Canada…Wisconsin…and finally Thousand Oaks, California. 
 Not-so-regrettably, here in California, I had a chance to ignite the flames of a 
brand-new love affair. In-n-Out burgers, Yozen Frogurt’s cold treats, Diddy Riese’s un-
believably cheap ice-cream cookie sandwich heaven: it was almost enough to make 
me forget about hotpot forever

But you can never forget your first love. And indeed, I never could, for every 
night my parents would confer over the wok-pot, stir around mysterious spells, and 
magically, I would be transported back to China with each and every bite I took. Even 
as I became increasingly assimilated into American culture—responding in English to 
my parents’ Mandarin, replacing chopsticks with forks and knives, watching Jersey 
Shore religiously—I was able to, and continue to, maintain my Chinese heritage 
through my stomach. Like the saying goes, the shortest way to the heart is through 
the stomach. And naturally, with food follows family.  Dinnertime is when, huddled 
over bowls of rice with “stinky” tofu (cho dofu), my parents paint stories like calligra-
phy that reveal to my sister and I the legend and lore behind every festival, custom, 
and habits that make up the foundation of our heritage. 

In the end, being Chinese is no different 
than being Italian, Middle-Eastern, African, 
Welsh, or American. Every culture defines itself 
with unique traditions, superstitions, customs, 
behaviors, and of course, cuisine. To be sure, 
growing up as a Chinese-American has its chal-
lenges (I must constantly remind friends to 
take off their shoes before entering my home), 
but with a warm bellyful of love, China, and stir
-fry noodles, I am invincible. 



Cultures of the First Generation 
Sherry Huang 

Sophomore, Westlake High School 

 Culture is an important part of the human life. 
Each has its own unique customs and lifestyles, which 
establish its distinctiveness from other cultures. Culture 
plays an extremely important role in the lives of people 
because it is the foundation upon which they build their 
ways of life and personalities. 
 The first generation of Chinese descendents 
born in America, in which I am included, is influenced 
greatly by the American society. For us, taking on 
American traditions is a natural process because they 
are part of the community in which we live in. Howev-
er, even though the generation before us lives in Amer-
ica, they are not able to adapt to the American customs 
as easily as we are because they were brought up in 
China, following Chinese traditions. Although we live 
differently from the people living in China, we still keep 

many instinctive Chinese characteristics in our lives, which can not be transformed. We 
are able to combine our native culture with the culture that surrounds us, forming a 
new way to live. Blending these two cultures into one creates an extraordinary and re-
freshing lifestyle. 
 We Chinese-Americans continue to bring our own culture to the melting pot that 
is established from a myriad of heritages. Our indigenous traditions are still a promi-
nent part of our lives as we continue to gather with our peers to celebrate the festive 
holidays with music, dancing and food. As we maintain our old customs, we also em-
brace new ideas. Keeping a balance with both cultures allows us to preserve and mix 
traditions into an exciting new blend, fit for our present day lives. There are endless 
amounts of benefits and opportunities to be achieved from this new creation. We, the 
first generation, are truly influenced in a magnificent way that allows us to fully appre-
ciate both cultures as equally important parts of our lives. 



Pressure and Stress 
Jesse Hou 

Junior, Westlake High School 

 All students of Chinese school have probably heard the saying, “Get good 
grades, make good friends, and get into UCLA or UC Berkeley.” Now, as a part of the 
first generation to be born in America, Chinese-Americans have grown up listening to 
this motto. In fact, this motto has been grounded so deep in our heads that we have 
adapted it as a habit. The habit, of course, is pleasing our parents. The constant pres-
sure of having to achieve certain grades leads most of the first generation to its down-
fall. Whenever one gets a “bad” grade, (realistically a B+ or an A-), parents immedi-
ately compare us to the Chinese students over in China, saying that we would soon 
become high school drop outs and live a moneyless life working at Burger King or Taco 
Bell. On top of that, parents restrict us in pursuing out aspirations of becoming a chef, 
artist, police officer, or a fireman. Instead, we are encouraged to be doctors, actuaries, 
engineers, chemists, and lawyers.
 However, was it all really to hurt us? Keep this in mind, Chinese-American par-
ents encourage us to compete to get into top notch schools like UCLA and UC Berkeley 
to ensure a better future for ourselves. As first generation Chinese-Americans, we may 
feel pressured having to deal with getting good academic grades and SAT scores, but 
is that really so bad? As many say, “No pain, no gain.” And the saying remains true. 
Without the constant encouragement of Chinese parents, we would not be hearing of 
friends who graduated from Harvard, Yale, and even Stanford. Our friends would not 
be working on Wal-Street or in Washington D.C without the help and support from first 
generation parents.  
 Lastly, besides academics and pressure, Asian parents help us to hold on to an 
important part of our culture and ancestry. Asian social gatherings. What I thought 
was an excuse for Asian parents to compare their children, gossip, and spread new 
news of where their children were going to college. However, I have now realized that 
through Asian gatherings, I am able to listen to Chinese karaoke, and on top of that, 
enjoy amazing Chinese meals with family and friends. So really, although we are put 
through pressure, stress, and constant lectures, it is what makes us first generation 
Asian-Americans.  



Freshman, Westlake High School 


